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    “We made music that would make people dance  

but would also talk about their worries”  

(Mahragan player Alaa 50 Cent) 

 

In Dar as Salam, a popular neighbourhood located in front of the island of Dahab in Cairo with a 

population estimated around 100,000 people, every year informal neighbourhood networks 

organizes the Sidi Al Agami mulid, which is celebrated the second week of the month of Yumada al 

Thani. In the framework of the Sufi festival, the youth networks of the quarter, obviously informal, 

rent a portable version of DJ equipment and hire a disc jockey such as those used at weddings. In 

his performance, the DJ mixes inshad songs, shabi tunes, and electric rhythms and improvises lyrics 

related with their everyday life, social constraints and aspirations as Alaa 50 Cent expresses in the 

quote. The result is a youth male musical product that it could be understood as resistance music as 

hip-hop or rap. But, in this case, denouncing social class inequalities in Egypt and, for this reason, 

consider it by hegemonic classes as vulgar and uncultured. This musical expression of youth male 

Cairene lower classes challenges their marginalization situation concerning leisure consumption 

disrupting the mainstream neo-liberal market rules.   

 

From 2009 mahragan music had become an important media to criticize the marginalized situation 

of male youth in popular quarters of Cairo. Mahragan recorded music was already popularized to all 

social groups before 2011, being rapidly spread across the city and becoming a cultural artefact 

extending counter culture discourses. Its “minute of glory” was during 2012, when some popular 

deejays and singers were carried to London looking for something like an Egyptian “revolution 

rock” by some western journalists, documentaries and social projects such as Cairo Calling by the 

British Council. Six years after 2011, the marginalization of Mahragan turns back as result of its 

current interplay with secularism and religious ideological orientations in Cairo’s urban nightscapes, 

as a legacy of shabi music played during the eighties by singers as Ahmad Adawiya. Our suggestion 

is that Mahragan producers and consumers (re)producing informal social spaces to organize their 

own parties in Cairo’s nights. These “popular raves” represents an alternative to social, political and 

cultural marginalization of lower classes male young people in today’s Egypt. That is to say, the 
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sovereignty that Mahragan represents means a direct clash against formal forms of state sovereignty 

and neo-liberal governances. 

 

Class marginalization, leisure time and Maghraganat 

According to Wacquant, the marginalization processes “are not residual, cyclical or transitional but 

organically linked to the most advanced sectors of the contemporary political economy, and notably 

to the financialization of capital” (Wacquant, 2006). Marginalisation is defined as a process in 

which certain attitudes, ideologies, values, practices, discourses and beliefs are “excluded” from the 

public sphere. That is to say, it is a process that contains symbolic, cultural and material elements. It 

is a process that denies and subordinates the male youth of lower social classes in Egypt. As Saad 

remarks, we may consider two kinds of marginalisation process affecting youth lower classes 

males: cultural and social marginality (Saad, 2012, p. 98).  

In this social situation, it is significate take a look in the leisure activities of young people in Egypt. 

According with the results of SAHWA Youth Survey (2016), leisure time practices of youth women 

and men in Egypt are related, mainly, to group activities and social relationship. The uses of Internet 

are directly related with sociability practices also: 64% declares to use the web to navigate in social 

networks and 57% to chat with friends, according with the uses of leisure time expressed in the 

survey. In the case of leisure industries as cinema, theatre, concerts, clubs, sports spectacles or 

exhibitions, various types of difficulties make youth cultural consumption virtually non-existent. 

Lack of economic autonomy, labour difficulties and financial responsibilities with the family are the 

more significant reasons to access to entertainment culture between lower classes youths without 

forgetting that their access is obstructed by deficient access to mobility, infrastructural delicences 

and governance issues.  

 
Graph 3. In this graph we are not consider the majoritarian answer “never” that it represents more than 90% of the answers. 

Source: SAHWA Youth Survey 2016 
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The deprived access to leisure consumption practices seems settle Nofre and Eldridge assumption 

that nightscapes are clearly segmented: socially, racially and spatially. In the case of Egyptian 

nightscapes the disjuncture is clearly associated with social class. You can find leisure activities for 

young upper and middle classes in the downtown of Cairo or Alexandria and hidden leisure 

activities in informal neighbourhoods and alleys. These are the places where Mahragan take on a 

fundamental role in establishing young people’s political alternative agendas and making space for 

their own discourses on reality. In other words, in order to position them politically.  

But, beyond the difficulties for youth lower classes male  to access to cultural consumption devices, 

the Mahragan cultural marginalization is rooted in the semantics directed mainly by upper middle-

class urbanites ignoring the multiple, often contradictory, moral registers and desires that shape 

people’s everyday lives; gives the impression that the state is defined by its secular-liberal 

governance and de-emphasizes political economy. In Egypt, the most common concept of culture 

invoked by the State to sponsor musical productions, aims to produce culture as a representation of 

the Nation in the Global world as secular, liberal oriented and Arab. For governmental instances, 

maghragan must be bemoaned as ‘ignorance’ and ‘backwardness’. The Egyptian national culture 

should draw on the ‘best’ of Western musical practice and mix this with local elements, thereby 

authentically embodying Egypt’s specificity and cosmopolitanism. Truly Egyptian music could not 

contain any themes deemed ‘vulgar’ or ‘distasteful’, which meant the ‘three forbiddens’ of sex, 

religion, and politics. This is a trilogy that Mahragan players use habitually; it is the classical 

forgotten stigma of sex, drugs and rock and roll. In any case the problem is not the lack of structure, 

it is a culture issue. 

By other hand, Islamic discourse on music explains that there was a need for purposeful art in order 

to counter the current wave of immorality in society and in film and music; but also, and perhaps 

more importantly, they asserted that music constitutes a long-standing means within Islam to 

become closer to God and to build the Umma. And their views of what constitutes good art and 

culture, and their civilizing potential for a nation, align with the dominant discourses of State 

cultural institutions, which also resonate with those of the European Enlightenment, nationalist and 

the War on Terror. This cultural policy orientation is akin to being ‘cultured’, and that the opposite 

of culture (thaqafa) is ignorance (jahl) as are stigmatized the Mahragan artists. 

 

Aestethics of Mahragan  

Having drawn the whole of Egyptian youth styles, mahragan could be understood as an art 

essentially shabi far away from formal circuits of production and the music for youth people 

sponsored by global enterprises. The shababiya or music for youth is a music genre close to the 
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global trends of dance music and elitist ways to revive tradition of inshad implemented from the 

mainstream performers as Amr Diab or Cairokee.  

But Mahragan incorporates elements of shabi and inshad mainly reconstructed from a generational 

perspective that has curdled in broad youth sectors that occupy the streets of the popular and 

informal neighborhoods. The adoption of these melodies allows acquiring the atmosphere of Sufi 

spirituality full of emotional overtones, enhanced with repeating known religious convictions and 

pious formulas by the DJ deeply ambiguous, where the love for the Prophet and the marabout can 

be perceived as unrequited love and frustrated by the strict gender relations imposed by the social 

order. Therefore, it is verbal and nonverbal purely musical associations taken from inshad.  

Moreover, Mahragan is connected with authenticity and heritage of the “Egyptian” shabi  

populations through the use of shabi and inshad. The latter, although they are related with events 

occurred in other places and with other styles in the Islamic world, are perceived as typically 

Egyptian and serve as identity markers. Cultural authenticity involves taking advantage of the local 

heritage, favoring social tolerance of Mahragan despite profanity or vulgarity that can be perceived 

in some songs. Thus, Mahragan is a development of authentic materials to suit current tastes by 

electronics, sampling, remixing and adding various vocal styles and themes such as sexual 

frustration, informal employment and search for narcotics, all interlaced in this often chaotic 

assembly that might appear as a postmodern musical form and Westernized away from the local 

authenticity. Despite the loan forms of religious styles and even execution contexts in great spiritual 

part, however, the predisposition to these new urban rhythms should not be confused with a form of 

Islamic outbreak that has shaken the Muslim world or with a new mix of world music whose base 

would be in the Sufi traditions. It is a musical style without concessions to the art of serious and 

virtuosos of the new Islamic music and ethnic melting tones. It is grim, sharp, playful and 

ambiguous, as the context that favored their appearance. Shabi as outside these environments is 

considered in poor taste and little virtuous.  

Mahragan uses new technological media like usb or mp3 used to disseminate the songs through 

global networks via Youtube and puts his followers into a cosmopolitanism which, however, regains 

its full meaning in the authenticities and local cultural heritage. The recorded Mahragan music 

popularized to all social groups and urban spaces –you could hear it in a mall- is a cultural artefact 

which its function could be to extent the lower classes discontent with their social situation. This 

new musical device, deep-rooted in popular Egyptian culture, it is sacred to be conceptualized as 

one of the forms constructed by popular religion. It allows certain transgressions legitimized of the 

established order. However, the informal dissemination of recordings has enabled Mahragan skip 

the territory where he appeared for a place on the dancefloor gaining popularity among young 

people until 2013. But, it maintains the conceptualization as an Egyptian class marker for young 
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shabi groups, close to some kind of ethnic marker, ibn al balad, especially in these current 

repressive times of El Sisi (El Messiri, 1978) where bloggers, football ultras and any kind of 

political critique is forbidden. 

The choice of Sufi popular inshad and not his cultured manner, the shabi and not youth mainstream 

music, sampled and remixes produces what Willis described as "common culture" (1990). The 

creation of Mahragan "grounded aesthetics" allows purchase this generational cultural form its 

essentially local semantics, constituting a response to other youth styles such as Al Jil. The aesthetic 

framework becomes visible in ways that transform the body image, dance forms and everyday 

behavior close to Rap and Hip Hop style. Long hair, baseball caps and T-shirts of football teams 

may seem exotic to neighbors; drug and alcohol use in their meetings can facilitate consideration as 

deviant social order. The texts of Mahragan music was changed when the anti-Mubarak uprising 

erupted in January 2011 when Abdel-Aziz sang a song called “The People and the Government.”  

“The people and the government, the machine guns and clubs Egypt rose up, and even those who 

didn’t steal dove into it I’ll talk about those standing, the survivors and the dead I’ll talk about the 

church, the mosque and the Brotherhood. The people want the fall of the regime. The people want 

five pounds cellphone credit.” (Five Egyptian pounds is about 70 cents.) So, after revolution, 

Mahragan lyrics was politicized and attract to different social groups and generations even if “you 

don’t understand three fourths of the lyrics, but then you hear a something good and realize the 

whole song relates to you” as a 47 years old coffee waiter explains. This is the main danger of 

Mahragan for the State, their capacity to extend a resilient political discourse that, as Rap, is 

produced by “deviant” youth male of popular neighborhoods. In short, Mahragan is perceived as 

something intrinsically Egyptian as Shabi music of the eighties and nineties: “we made music that 

would make people dance but would also talk about their worries,” said Alaa al-Din Abdel-Rahman, 

23, better known as Alaa 50 Cent. “That way everyone would listen and hear what was on their 

minds.”  

  

Mahragan: popular raves in Cairo nights 

As it is said above, popular mawlid are one of the main informal spaces used to perform Mahragani. 

These festivities have a multitudinous character and, at same time, they are outrageously ambivalent 

events. Sufis can be appreciated from the religious fervor in the rituals, but at same time the 

neighbours staging their collective identity with the celebration during Mulid carnivalesque streets 

parades where the governmental authorities are criticized openly. As Samuli Schielke remarks, the 

mulid with their own order, flexible and ambiguous, is criticized by the activities there developed. 

On the one hand, their uncultured and vulgar character had been stated by some cultural. By other, 

it is reproached of constitute an invention -bid'a- by Islamists groups principally, proposing its 
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prohibition. The effect of these criticisms culminated in different attempts to reform these 

festivities. The State cultural institutions made an effort to give it a more civilized appearance 

planning the celebrations. Despite of this, their character has been considerably modified, especially 

in late years, for the introduction of new Shabi practices which have transformed the mulid in a 

place of suspension of the quotidian order in a symbolic way.  The mulid is opposed both: the 

laicism of cultural hegemony and Islamic puritanism in a rejection of its moral values that it 

imposes in the life of the neighborhoods. To regret the Islamist opinion consider mulid as religious 

heretical manifestations, there is no doubt about its cultural authenticity –asl’- in similar way that 

other types of manifestation of the popular religiosity. The mulid, with their practices, is categorized 

as a Shabi cultural activity that impregnates the participants beyond the rigorist understanding of 

religion of the Salafist and other Islamist groups. During the festivity the reign of the Shabi is 

decreed and forcing to follow the correct behaviour –like to eat with the hands, the obligation of 

offer solidarity and hospitality to the pilgrims and so on- to all of the people that wants participate. 

Therefore, the mulid is a way to interiorize the ideology and the symbolic referents that proposes 

the popular counter culture. This one of the main reasons for the young attraction toward these 

massive festivities and corresponds with its potentiality for political rejection of the hegemonic 

discourses of the social order.   

In this festive circumstance, some youngsters of Dar as Salaam habilitate an empty space for the 

installation of a portable sound system, and light colour bulbs to illuminate it. The informal 

networks during the year pick up donations for the rent of the portable music systems likes the used 

it in the weddings by disc jockeys. In this space/time places, boys’ dance an adapted dhikr's, with 

movements of the arms and hands close to the rap and breakdance. Young people allow passing 

beyond the limits of what's allowed, blurring the division between the sacred and profane. In this 

corner time/space they try to reproduce the states of mind gotten in the typically Sufi mulid, but 

with an innovative character. They join up the irreverent and serious in the local celebration, inside 

of the limits so that it is perceived generally like ‘hallal’. In spite of the ambiguous approximation 

to spirituality, they have been this type of musical acts accepted like one part over the mulids's 

festive atmosphere. When you look for a word to describe the ambient of this type of street 

celebration, the same word that the atmosphere of a wedding describes is utilized: “Farah”. Their 

perception is that the mulid allows to broke social boundaries: the separation between the genres, 

between the sacred and profane, between public and private, between haram and hallal. This kind of 

celebration does not incoherent with its source of inspiration since the mulids always have included 

the music and the dance and a specific use of the body itself. In fact it seems to preserve their 

spiritual character that the Sufi demonstration of joy gets, likes an intrinsic element in God's 

veneration, the Prophet and the Wali. But, for their ambivalence it can appear very distant of the 
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real mulids. The young mulid represents a temporary transit of the profane order to the abnormal 

sacred order (Leach, 1971: 209). During the mulid time, the world is good, free of oppression and 

greed, the quotidian worries disappear and there is no worry for the future. The transgressions of the 

social order in relation to the gender, ages and religious practices are a mixture that allows the 

creation of new discourse at same time religious and profane that Agrama has called asecular.  

Young people of lower classes transform Sufi Mulid music into dance music of varying rhythms. It 

is when the night progresses, when young people seek the ‘tarab’ through trance rhythms like those 

used in dhikr, with the help of bango (marihuana) and alcohol. Then the Dj improvises ejaculations 

to the saint, to the Prophet and God that the boys follow in chorus, as they let themselves be carried 

by their rhythm moving the trunk back and forth until they reach exhaustion. Juvenile dhikr, 

enjoyed thoroughly but not taken seriously as a mystical ritual, was nothing more than a game, 

frantic, facilitated by intoxication brought about by the mixing of modernized inshad music, alcohol 

and bango. Their simultaneous admiration and irreverence for the Sufi music was an ambiguity that 

they incorporated into their life, but that would have offended the sensibility of the pious 

participant. 

But, the marginalization of Mahragan is arrayed in an alliance between secularism and religious 

ideological orientations in a public space that focuses on the relationship between religion and 

politics as key to the power of secularism itself, as well as to the modern state. If after the 

Revolution, performers as DJ Islam Chipsy could play in Al Azhar Park, a leisure complex between 

Muqattam and El Hourreya quarter in downton cairo, now the mahragan turns back to the alleys of 

informal settlements in the outskirts of Cairo. In current times, the secular and Islamic authorities 

criticizes mahragan with the same arguments than before 25th January Revolution: bad taste, 

vulgarism and western influenced. But, in this case, viewing mahragan as inherently secular or 

religious is only fully analytically useful if we also pay attention to when, if, and how such 

categories (and the normative assumptions behind them) become ethnographically significant as 

people identify themselves, things, or practices in shifting social contexts. 

 

Politics of Mahragan  

During 2011, Mahragan rise from the alleys of poor Cairo neighborhoods to malls, high-class 

weddings and even television. The created by lower classes male youth spread their ideas through 

social media. Nevertheless, the current cultural programmes, directed mainly by upper-class 

urbanites, promoted the arts as defining of the nation, of which Islam is one aspect among many, 

and they had the explicit goal of cultural cultivation with a significant civilizing component. These 

political programmes ignore the multiple, often contradictory, moral registers and desire that shape 

lower classes’ everyday lives. Secular-oriented Ministry of Culture officials and intellectuals 
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continually argued for the urgency of initiatives to fight what they bemoaned as ‘ignorance’ and 

‘backwardness’. ‘Culture’ is the solution. A culture that it should draw on the ‘best’ of Western art 

practice and mix this with local elements, thereby authentically embodying Egypt’s specificity and 

cosmopolitanism. In the case of music, as an art, it may support the creation of public taste through 

teaching arts to school children, designing beautiful buildings or products, film, songs or theatre 

sets.  

In this sense, Mahragan challenges the sensibilities of many urban elites –both religious and secular 

oriented–. For these social groups, Mahragan as less than civilized, and there are many state 

projects to civilize youth music and performative events preventing the vulgarity of this music. 

While government cultural institutions tried to use mainstream music –read Amr Diab, Cairokee- to 

draw capitalist investment, reduce threats from Islamists, and create entrepreneurial artists, the 

preachers also promoted a ‘peaceful’ capitalist imaginary of entrepreneurial cosmopolitanism and 

success. The music for youth produce an image of the cosmopolitan and civilized Muslim close to 

the image of the cosmopolitan musician promoted by state arts leaders: urban, educated, wearing 

the latest in Western fashion. The idea of presenting Muslim youth musicians as internationally 

successful, cosmopolitans, and as competitive in an acceptable way (i.e. through ‘legitimate’ 

business), was one that officials throughout the state apparatus supported and actively cultivated are 

far away of Mahragan producers. But Mahragan is a break in this dichotomist public space. The 

genre could be seen as a capability of youths of lower classes to break the secularist/religious 

dichotomy. In their grounded work on Mahragan aesthetics they are expressed with secular or 

religious terms, but embraced none of them.  

 

Informal Leisure and Mahragan 

Mahragan music could be seen as an innovative and creative manner to escape from the 

marginalizated position of youth male lower classes culturally, politically and economically. These 

marginalized social groups, in their immediate day-to-day activities, struggle for a share of urban 

services, alternative economic strategies, alternative means of production, alternative ways to 

communicate their feelings, expectations and frustrations. They are reclaiming their ‘right to the 

city’ (de Certau, 1984).  Maharagan ‘prosumers’ in Cairo has been creating social spaces to 

establish and manage organized movements that represent an alternative to social, political and 

cultural marginalization of young lower classes and new technologies allow us to extend their 

discourses against hegemonic classes. The Mahragan musicians have millions of visits to their 

compositions in YouTube to extend their worries, aspirations and discourses. The night parties 

celebrated in the social space of weeding’s, mulid’s and other events are challenging the mainstream 

market of leisure consumption. The economy of Mahragan sells millions of informal copies of the 
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principal figures of the genre in informal markets as economic channels that escapes of the 

neoliberal market rules. Maghraganat music played in Cairo popular quarters during night-time 

hours and listened during all day is an expression of capability of lower-class youth of the city to 

break the hegemonic secularist/religious dichotomy strongly featuring today’s Egypt’s society and 

neoliberal market consuming devices in leisure. The sovereignity that Mahragan represents contrast 

with the form of state sovereignty. This is in Agrama words “bare sovereignty.” The cultivation of 

Mahragan is a cultural counterpart to economic liberalization, western cultural colonization and 

modernity dichotomies as secular/religious stand. After revolution and in current repressive time, 

Mahragan in Cairo’s neighbourhoods have become cultural means of demanding the fullness of 

youth lower class experience in the face of adult demands to curtail this period of life. What is 

more, as well as making them visible as political subjects these youth cultural productions allow the 

individuals involved in them to establish their identity among their peers and – why not? – to find 

ways out of social class marginalisation. It is a good example of the informal life of the Global 

South cities. 

Mahragan is a kind of subjugated knowledge by “high” musical compositions. This is a kind of 

knowledge that, in Foucaults words, “it has been disqualified as non-conceptual knowledges, as 

insufficiently elaborated knowledges: naive knowledges, hierarchically inferior knowledges, 

knowledges that are below the required level of erudition or scientificity. And it is thanks to the 

reappearance of these knowledges from below, of these unqualified or even disqualified 

knowledges” (Foucault, 1975). In any case, by other side, as we have observed, the young 

marginality has undeniable consequences on the processes of subjectivation and lifestyles. Egyptian 

youth lower classes seem to have internalized the negative representations conveyed by the media 

of their life styles, ideologies and tastes, but this does not prevent them from being attached to 

young virtual social networks and use it for their own purpouses. Marginality seems to favour also 

the feelings of distrust the institutions, which is expressed by the distancing youth of government 

cultural initiatives. In any case, it should be noted that in most cases, this distrust of the powers do 

not lead a questioning of the dominant pillars of society: labour, school and family remains a 

privileged place to anchor identity and to acquire recognition for young people and mahragan does 

not represent a challenge to hegemonic social norms of Egyptian shabi class.  
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i   The term mawlid (pl mawa¯lid) has two main meanings: in the first place is designated as such the time, place or 
celebration of the birth of a person, especially the Prophet Muhammad or a saint [wali] and, also, the panegyric in honor 
of the Prophet. Colloquially in Egypt and Sudan, the colloquial term mulid designates a festival in honor of a saint. The 
tradition of celebrating the anniversary of the Prophet dates back to Fatimid times, although the celebration had an 
officialist political character that has little to do with the pilgrimages of the Sufi orders that, from the seventh century of 
the Hegira (XIII), attracted Crowds to the cenotaphs of their main masters, such as the founder of Ahmadiyah, Sayid 
Ahmed al Badawi, in Tanta. From these early days they were associated with futuwa, youth associations that defended 
the neighborhoods in which they lived. (Denise Aigle 2009; Sánchez García, 2009). 


